
Why CrossFlight?

Drone Services

- 2D Orthomosaic maps
- 3D Models
- Raw images for 
reference and detail
- Georeferenced data 
for repeatable product

- Colorized Point 
Cloud Data
- Point classification
- 2D/3D Orthomosaic 
Map
- Quality Reports

- Property photos
(Up to 10 photos) 
- 2-3 minute video 
- Basic property map 

- 2D Mapping of Entire 
Course and Common 
Areas - 18 Holes
- Video from each hole 
and critical areas
- 2 Panoramic Photos 
from each holefrom each hole

- Real Estate,
TV Commercials, 
Cinema and more
- Property photos
(Up to 10 photos) 
- 2-3 minute video 
including minimal edits including minimal edits 

-Tower shot sheet 
items for specific job
- Inspection of entire 
structure
- Specific areas 
documented at high 
detail by client requestdetail by client request

- Our pilots are all FAA licensed, insured with many hours of flying experience. 
- Cloud based delivery - 24/7 access to data - dedicated branding and URLs are 
   available for an extra fee.
- Pricing dependent on project/property size, travel and desired client outcomes.
- Local and bulk discounts available as well as custom packages.

- Photo package of key 
areas 
- Video overview and 
documentation
- 2D Map or 3D Model
- All deliverables can be 
rendered with thermal rendered with thermal 
or visual imagery

- 2D Orthomosaic Maps
- 3D Models
- Repeatable data
- Pre/Post project 
comparisons
- Stakeholder awareness

     Rates Starting at $1595 1/2 Day or $2995 Full Day  |  Includes Data Capture + Cloud Deliverable

Commercial and Industrial Drone Products
     Prices will vary based on the product  |  Includes Data Capture + Cloud Deliverable

CrossFlight uses the latest in small unmanned aerial vehicle technology 
to give you the best aerial data from state of the art drones. 
From photo and video solutions to mapping, aerial LiDAR 

and thermal data. Our pilots are all FAA licensed, 
insured with many hours of flying experience. 


